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Recently, a pump beam size dependence of thermal conductivity was observed in Si
at cryogenic temperatures using time-domain thermal reflectance (TDTR). These ob-
servations were attributed to quasiballistic phonon transport, but the interpretation
of the measurements has been semi-empirical. Here we present a numerical study
of the heat conduction that occurs in the full 3D geometry of a TDTR experiment,
including an interface, using the Boltzmann Transport Equation. We identify the
radial suppression function that describes the suppression in heat flux, compared
to Fourier’s law, that occurs due to quasiballistic transport and demonstrate good
agreement with experimental data.
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Thermal transport at the nanoscale has attracted substantial interest in recent years1–13.
In many solids, phonons are the main heat carrier and mean free paths (MFPs) are com-
parable to the dimensions of micro to nano-size devices14,15. Reduced thermal conductivity
due to phonon scattering at boundaries and interfaces has been demonstrated in numerous
material systems, and many of these nanostructured materials are under investigation as
thermoelectrics2–4,6–13.
Engineering thermal conductivity using classical size effects requires knowledge of phonon
MFPs1,5. Recently, there have been various efforts to measure MFP spectra experimentally
using observations of quasiballistic heat conduction16–20. In these methods, the MFP distri-
bution is obtained by analyzing the change in measured thermal conductivity as a thermal
length scale is systematically varied. This thermal length has been defined using lithograph-
ically patterned heaters18, the cross-plane thermal penetration length17,19, and the pump
beam size in TDTR16. The MFP distribution can be reconstructed from these measure-
ments using a method introduced by Minnich provided that the quasiballistic transport in
the experiment can be accurately simulated21.
Quasiballistic transport has been studied using simulation with a variety of techniques22–27.
Ezzahri et al. used a Green’s function formulation to examine electronic ballistic transport23.
Cruz et al. used ab-inito calculations in an attempt to explain a modulation frequency de-
pendence of thermal conductivity in TDTR25. Heat transport in the cross-plane direction in
TDTR experiments have been studied by numerically solving the 1D Boltzmann Transport
equation (BTE)24 and by using a two-channel model of the BTE27. While radial quasibal-
listic transport due to variation of the pump size in TDTR experiment has been studied as
an example of the Monte-Carlo method26,28, there has been no systematic investigation of
radial quasiballistic transport in TDTR.
Here, we present a numerical study of the heat conduction that occurs in the full 3D
geometry of a TDTR experiment, including an interface, using the BTE. We identify a
radial suppression function that describes the suppression of heat flux, compared to the
Fourier law prediction, when length scales are comparable to MFPs. We demonstrate that
the reduction in thermal conductivity observed with TDTR is in good agreement with the
prediction of our radial suppression function. Our result enables MFPs to be quantitatively
reconstructed from variable pump size TDTR measurements.
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We first describe our solution of the BTE. The BTE is given by29:
∂eω
∂t
+ v ·5eω = −eω − e
0
ω
τω
(1)
where eω is the phonon energy distribution function, ω is the angular frequency, e
0
ω is the
equilibrium energy distribution function, v is the group velocity, and τω is the frequency
dependent relaxation time.
This equation must be solved in the 3D geometry of a sample in a TDTR experiment,
which consists of a thin metal transducer on a substrate with a Gaussian initial temperature
distribution in the metal transducer30,31. Solving the BTE in this domain is challenging due
to its large spatial extent and the 3D geometry. Rather than using deterministic methods
which require substantial amounts of memory, we use the recently introduced deviational
Monte Carlo (MC) method26. This technique simulates the advection and scattering of
computational particles representing phonons as they travel through a computational do-
main. Variance reduction in deviational MC methods is achieved by simulating only the
deviation from a known Bose-Einstein distribution26. Further computational efficiency can
be obtained by linearizing the equilibrium distribution, eliminating the need for spatial and
temporal discretization28.
We only briefly describe our simulation approach as we use the algorithm exactly as de-
scribed in Ref. 28. We first discretize the phonon dispersion into 1000 bins; the phonon
dispersion is taken to be that of Si along the [100] direction as described in Ref. 24. Relax-
ation times are also taken from Ref. 24 and only acoustic phonons are considered. Phonons
are placed at t = 0 according to the initial condition, which is a radially symmetric Gaussian
temperature profile on the metal transducer, ∆T = exp
(
−2r2
R2
)
, for a pump beam of 1/e2
diameter D = 2R. No phonons are present in the substrate at t = 0. The simulation pro-
ceeds by moving the phonons sequentially through the domain until the desired simulation
time. At the interface, phonons have a probability to be transmitted or reflected diffusely
according to the model of Ref. 24. The top surface of the metal transducer is taken to be a
diffuse mirror, and all other boundaries are semi-infinite with no condition enforced.
We take the metal transducer to have the same dispersion as the experimental dispersion
of Al in the [100] direction and neglect heat conduction by electrons, instead considering
phonons as the sole heat carrier. Following Ref. 24, we assign phonon to have a constant
relaxation time of 1 ps, yielding a low thermal conductivity of around 3 W m−1K−1. This
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FIG. 1: (a) The MC simulation (blue line) for a pump beam of D = 0.8µm is fitted to
Fourier law (red dashed line) with an effective thermal conductivity keff at 300 K. The
fitted keff = 65 W/mK. Fourier law with kbulk = 148.2 W/mK (green dot dashed line)
shows a faster decay. (b,c) Normalized cumulative heat flux in the cross-plane (b) or radial
(c) direction for different pump diameters at 300 K (solid line). The blue dashed line is the
expected normalized cumulative heat flux based on Fourier’s law. The heat flux in (b) at
three different values of pump diameter D are almost exactly overlapping.
change eliminates any possible artificial quasiballistic effects in the metal transducer, at-
tributing all quasiballistic effects to the Si substrate. We simulate the measured temperature
in a TDTR measurement by averaging the surface temperature with a Gaussian function of
the same size as that of the pump. The transducer thickness is set to 10 nm to reduce its
thermal resistance.
We note that an actual TDTR experiment measures the response to a modulated pulse
train rather than the impulse response from a single pulse24. Because radial effects are
expected to be the same for the impulse and multi-pulse response, for simplicity we only
consider a single pulse in our study.
An example transient decay curve for D = 0.8µm along with the corresponding Fourier
law prediction using the bulk thermal conductivity is shown in Fig. 1(a). As in prior
works24,26, the thermal decay predicted by the BTE is slower than Fourier’s law predicts. To
understand the origin of this slow thermal decay, we calculate the heat flux in the radial and
cross-plane directions. The heat flux is proportional to
∑
j sjLj where Lj is the algebraic
distance traveled in a specified direction by the jth particle between two consecutive scat-
tering events and sj is the sign of the deviational phonon
28. The heat flux contribution from
each phonon can be sorted according to the frequency and polarization and subsequently
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indexed by MFP.
The calculated cumulative heat flux in the cross-plane and radial directions for several
pump beam sizes are shown in Figs. 1(b) and (c), respectively. The cumulative heat flux in
both directions is less than what Fourier’s law predicts for long MFP phonons. However, we
observe that the suppression of long MFP phonons in the cross-plane direction is independent
of the pump diameter D, while in the radial direction the suppression depends on D with
the actual heat flux approaching the Fourier law heat flux for larger values of D. The
diameter dependence of the radial heat flux demonstrates that the pump size is a key variable
that sets the thermal length scale for radial transport, confirming previous explanations for
observations of a pump-beam size dependent thermal conductivity16.
We can gain more insight into the thermal transport by examining the pump diameter
dependence of the effective thermal conductivities, which are obtained by fitting the BTE
decay curve with a Fourier’s law model21. Though the heat flux is anisotropic, we fit the
decay with an isotropic model for two reasons. First, most TDTR measurements are taken
using concentric pump and probe, for which extracting anisotropic thermal conductivity is
not always possible. Second, the sensitivity of the decay to radial thermal conductivity kr
decreases with increasing pump beam size, leading to large uncertainties in the fitted kr.
For these reasons, we fit the decay curves using an isotropic effective thermal conductivity,
which is a measure of the net heat flux away from the heated region, and account for the
additional cross-plane suppression separately.
For each value of pump diameter, we can use a standard Fourier model for Gaussian
heating in a layered structure30,31 to fit an effective thermal conductivity to the MC temper-
ature data as shown in Fig. 1(a). The fitted value is obtained by minimizing the norm of the
difference between the MC and Fourier decay curves. The fitted thermal conductivities in
Fig. 2 show the experimentally observed trend of decreasing effective thermal conductivity
with pump beam size16. Figure 2 also shows an unexpected result: the thermal conductivity
does not approach the bulk value kbulk of 148.2 W/mK at 300 K for Si for large values of
pump diameter where radial suppression is minimal. This observation is puzzling because
TDTR routinely measures the correct thermal conductivity for Si at room temperature with
similar pump sizes. The reduction in thermal conductivity is due to the suppressed cross-
plane heat flux in Fig.1(b), which apparently does not occur in the actual experiment but
is consistent with earlier simulations24,26. The origin of this discrepancy seems to be due to
5
the accumulation and modulation effects that occur in TDTR24, and further investigation
is ongoing. However, our analysis remains valid because we are able to decouple the radial
and cross-plane directions.
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FIG. 2: Fitted effective thermal conductivity for different values of pump diameter at 300
K for several values of interface conductance G. There is no appreciable dependence of
thermal conductivity on the interface conductance.
We also checked whether the interface or transducer properties affect radial quasiballistic
transport by performing other simulations with different values of interface conductance G
and transducer thickness. The thermal conductivities are essentially unaffected by interface
conductance G as shown in Fig. 2, and we also find that the thermal conductivities are not
affected by transducer thickness. We therefore conclude that the pump beam size is the
primary parameter that governs radial quasiballistic transport.
We now demonstrate how our calculations can be used to enable MFP measurements
using TDTR. Minnich recently introduced a framework in which the MFP distribution
of the substrate can be reconstructed from the effective thermal conductivities, as shown
in Fig. 2, and a suppression function that describes the difference in heat flux between
the quasiballistic and Fourier predictions21. This function depends on the experimental
geometry and mathematically describes how the heat flux curves in Fig. 1(c) differ from the
Fourier’s law curve. The equation relating the thermal conductivity and the suppression
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FIG. 3: (a) Radial suppression function Sr and the kernel K obtained from the data in
Fig. 2 for G = 1.1 × 108 W/m2K at 300 K. The kernel K is obtained based on the
numerical differentiation of Sr. (b) Comparison of experimental data
16 (symbols, ”E” in
legend) and expected effective thermal conductivity obtained from K in (a) (lines, ”S” in
legend) for T = 300 K, T = 200 K, T = 150 K, T = 100 K and T = 80 K.
function to the MFP distribution is given by:
ki =
∫ ∞
0
S(x)f(xDi)Didx (2)
where f(Λω) =
1
3
CωvωΛω is differential MFP distribution in the Fourier limit, Di is the
variable pump diameter, and x = Λω/D. S describes how each phonon mode is suppressed
as a function of MFP Λω and pump diameter Di. Previously, this equation was used to find
the MFP distribution21. However, because here f and ki are known, this equation can also
be solved for S to find the suppression function.
A challenge is that our simulations contain both radial and cross plane suppression. To
isolate only the radial suppression, we write the heat flux suppression S(x) as the product
of the cross-plane suppression function Sz(Λω) and the radial suppression function Sr(x).
Sz is independent of Di and does not affect the radial suppression function. It can obtained
directly by interpolating the cross-plane heat flux in Fig. 1(c). The only remaining unknown
is then the desired radial suppression function Sr.
We solve the equation using the convex optimization method of Ref. 21. The resulting Sr
obtained from effective thermal conductivities at 300 K is shown in Fig. 3(a). We verified
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the robustness of the solution by adding artificial noise to ki and by removing different con-
straints in the convex optimization. In all cases, we recovered the same function to within
5%. We further verified our solution by confirming that our suppression function accurately
predicts the heat fluxes in Fig. 1(c) that are calculated directly from our simulation. The
derivative of Sr, denoted the kernel, is also shown in Fig. 3(a) and can directly be used to ob-
tain cumulative MFP distribution of an unknown material from experimental measurements
of thermal conductivity for different pump sizes with TDTR21.
Finally, we compare the predictions of our radial suppression function with previously
reported TDTR data for Si16. We calculate the reduction in thermal conductivity due to
radial suppression21 using the kernel in Fig. 3(a) and the cumulative MFP distribution for
Si from Density Functional Theory (DFT) calculations32. Because the DFT calculations do
not incorporate isotope scattering, we approximately account for this mechanism by scaling
the MFP distribution from DFT by the ratio of natural Si’s bulk thermal conductivity33 to
the DFT thermal conductivity.
We calculate the thermal conductivity versus pump size for Si at various temperatures
in Fig. 3(b). The predicted trend in effective thermal conductivity versus pump diameter is
consistent with the experiment data16. However, our calculation overpredicts the value of
effective thermal conductivity for all pump diameters below T = 150 K, with the discrepancy
increasing with decreasing temperature. This observation could be due to a cross-plane effect
that occurs at lower temperatures in TDTR.
In conclusion, we have studied radial quasiballistic heat conduction in TDTR using the
BTE. We confirm that a quasiballistic effect is responsible for thermal conductivity variations
with pump size, and further identify the radial suppression function that allows MFPs to be
reconstructed from the measurements. The properties of the transducer and the interface do
not appear to affect radial quasiballistic transport. Our work enables a better understanding
of TDTR and allows MFPs to be quantitatively recovered from TDTR measurements with
variable pump beam size.
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